
Transcending 
Autism and  
Sensory Issues
Using Intuition and Energy to Address 
Neuro-Sensitives
NOV 3-4, 2018 | 9am-6pm

Judy Lipson is a 
Licensed Professional 
Counselor and 
educational strategist 
who works with 
Sensitives – addressing 
their sensory, intuitive, 
academic, organizational, 
social, and empathic 
needs in traditional and 
unconventional ways.

Karlta Zarley has been 
an RN for 37 years, 
and in private practice 
certified in Healing Touch 
energy work for 20 years. 
She works intuitively and 
energetically with clients 
and their families, often 
remotely, to help support 
the body and the spirit 
to bring wholeness and 
empower people to be 
Who They Really Are.

Consuelo Cassotti is an 
International Intuitive Healer 
and Author who helps her 
clients to release emotional 
trauma from present and 
past lives through her 
healing sessions. She 
helps autistic children and 
sensitive-empathic children 
(verbal and non verbal). 
She also helps children who 
experience unexplained 
phenomena. 

The Center for Sacred Living 
210 Little Lake Drive, Suite 7, Ann Arbor 48103

Karlta Zarley

(734) 761-5908

kzarley88@gmail.com

www.KarltaZarley.com

Workshop is limited to the first 30 registrants. 
Contact Karlta Zarley by October 22 to register. 

There is a growing body of information from the western medical 
model as guidance for working with these individuals, but it 
does not address the intuitive and energetic aspects of helping 
families respond to these issues. This workshop will present a 
truly alternative way of approaching children and adults with 
ADHD, sensory issues, anxiety, and/or those who are identified 
on the autism/Asperger spectrum. Participants will learn a new 
context in which to understand these individuals, as well as ways 
to address the needs of their loved one energetically and by 
using their own intuition. This workshop is appropriate for family 
members, healthcare providers, and other professionals.

We are aware that frequently the services that are available for this 
population require private pay, so we have intentionally attempted to 
make this weekend affordable at $130 per person.

TO REGISTER CONTACT:


